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Meet Stickman:
See Stickman Run
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A B

Problem: Does not look good at all.



See Stickman Run Better…
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Lesson: Modeling real world physics looks more realistic.

A B

Problem: With more then a stick figure there are MANY joints,
muscles, etc, all of which the animator has to move.



Solution: Describe bodies
mathematically, using physics!
 Problem:
  “dynamical systems complex enough to be of

interest are difficult to construct,
computationally expensive to simulate and
difficult to stabilize and control….  The trick is to
simplify the model and the control problem
sufficiently that the animation is computationally
and intellectually tractable, while retaining the
the underlying dynamics and results.”

-Raibert and Hodgins



Simplifying
 Change the physics

and remove extra
variables
 Set constant of friction to

infinity (models cannot
slip)

 Not need to account for
wear and tear or wind

 Change the model and
remove complexity
 Do legs move

independently?
 Rather then forcing user

to manually change the
model each time use
control mechanisms



Control Mechanisms
 Ideally:  User would say: “move from A to B

in X time” and model would, with no further
input.
 User could in theory know nothing about graphics

or the biology of the creature in question
 Control programs would provide “suggestions” to

actuators (in this case joint “muscles”) to move
the model

 Programs cannot provide constant commands
because in living animals energy is stored
between steps in the leg.



Control Mechanisms
 User selects a behavior

(path, speed, etc) and
and initial state

 Control block frees user
from having to deal with
torques, joint rotations,
numerically integrated
physics equations,
needing to know the
biology of the model,
etc.
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Modeling
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Pros and Cons
 Pros

 Produces motion that is
extremely close to a real
situation (about 10% of real
life value), especially in
dealing with the complex
situations of running,
galloping or hopping.

 Reduction of complexity for
the user.

 Cons
 As of this paper a fully

automated set of controls
could not be generated.
Basic controls required
tweaking for each model.

 Programmers need to know
physics, biology, etc.

 Models still required
simplification (i.e. one point
per foot could touch the
ground).

 “No guarantee, however,
that physically realistic
motion is ‘natural looking
motion.’ ”



The Future
(actually the past…)
 Design control mechanism sophisticated enough to

allow a model to “do what it’s told.”
 Automate the creation of Control Mechanisms to no

longer require tweaking.
 A better understanding of Control Mechanisms

might help us in the long run:
 Things that produce the best model animal behavior would

be the same as those that produce the best robot behavior
 Lead to a better understanding of animals and biometrics

 Most of this work would be eclipsed later by motion
capture, though still remains important for animation.


